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Abstract 
We point out some ambiguities in the treatment of fermion-antifermion bound states 
by solving the reduced Salpeter equation in coordinate space. Our observations allow 
to cast some doubt on the validity of the conclusion of Gara et al. that moving from 
a nonrelativistic to a relativistic description makes things worse. 
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Concerning two recent papers by A. Gara et al. [1,2] we feel obliged 
to make some further remarks, in addition to our earlier Comment [3]. 

First, since in the coordinate-space representation of the reduced 
Salpeter equation the free energy E has to be regarded as a nonlocal 
differential operator E ~ y/—A + m 2 , some attention has to be paid 
to the ordering of the various factors which involve this expression. 
The reduced Salpeter equation is derived from the Bethe-Salpeter 
equation, obtained as an approximation to the latter after elimination 
of any dependence on time-like variables. Within the Bethe-Salpeter 
formalism the interaction functions entering in it show a somewhat 
asymmetric behaviour under interchange of the relative momenta of 
initial and final state. 

A description of fermion-antifermion bound states which is of equal 
quality as far as the incorporation of relativistic kinematics is con
cerned, is provided by an effective-Hamiltonian method [3,4,5], where 
the effective interaction between the involved bound-state constituents 
is derived from their elastic scattering [6,7]. As can immediately be 
seen from the corresponding transition amplitudes given in Refs. [3,4], 
this approach to relativistic bound states points towards a symmet
ric appearance of these momenta. Consider the elastic scattering of a 
fermion / and an antifermion / in their center-of-momentum system: 

/W + / H 0 - / («+ /(-*) • (i) 
For the case of equal fermion masses, mi = rri2 = m, the relevant 
T-matrix elements read for vectorial spin structure [3,4] 

Tv = ^ 4 ^ { < * + m > < * + "*> 

Eq + m {„2 

Ep + m 
1 
&, + m ' 

1 

\p2 (1 - S\ • ai) + (p • o\)(j> • a2)} 

- (PX?*1)(PX9<?2)]}AV (2) 
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and for scalar spin structure [3,4] 

1 
TS = (2a-)64JE, 

p • g +»p x g • <r+ 
1 

+ (Ep + m)(Eq + m) 

^-{(^p-tm)(£7 f + m) 

[(P• <l)2 - i (P• ?)(PX q•£+) 

- (pxg-a , ) (pxg .a 2 ) ]}ü f s , (3) 

where 

Ep = y/jP + m2 , 2?, s /̂g^ + m 2 , a + = ai + a 2 , (4) 

and the Pauli matrices a,- are understood to act on particle t, % — 1,2. 
Ky and K5 denote (unspecified) interaction kernels, which depend 
on the dynamics of the theory responsible for the interaction of the 
particles under consideration. 

The spin-independent parts of the above scattering amplitudes, Ty1 

and Tg1, may be extracted by taking the trace over the spin degrees 
of freedom of the fermions, with the result 

Tg1 = ^TuTiiTy 

1 1 

£« + m 2 | Ep + m ~ | (p-g) 2 

Ep + mr Eq + m* (Ep + m)(Eq + m) 
Kv (5) 

and 

rpSI -TriTr2Ts 

1 1 
(2v)UEpEq 

{Ep-\-m)(Eq + m)i 

(Ep + m)(Eq + m)-2pq 

Ks • (6) 

These expressions have to be compared to (the equal-mass case of) 
Eqs. (15a) and (15b) of Ref. [1], (In doing this, we detected a further 
sign error in Eq. (A7) of Ref. [1].) The interaction functions in the 
effective-Hamiltonian approach differ from those in the Bethe-Salpeter 
formalism by an overall factor (Ef + m) (Eq + m ) - 1 x Eq E~l. 



Secondly, one angular-momentum-dependent term is missing in one 
of the identities used by the authors of Reus. [1,2] in order to obtain 
from the configuration-space representation of the reduced Salpeter 
equation, by pushing the spherical harmonics 3^m(0, <f>) through all the 
differential operators, a differential equation for the radial part R(r) 
of the bound-state wave function ^(f) = R(r) 0^TO(Ö, (f>). In general, 
the identity in question is given by the relation 

^ v,- v(r) ViV,- R{r) y^e^) 

+ ^ f . V A f i ( r ) ^ ^ ) 

+ V ( r ) A A Ä ( r ) W M ) • (7) 

If R(r) is regular, i.e., non-singular, the action of the Laplacian on the 
wave function ij){r) may be written in the ibrm 

&R(r)ytm(ß,<t>) = ylm(e,4>){!itR(r) , (8) 

where, in the notation of Gara et al., 

Similarly, under the assumption that R(r), A(R(r), as well as the 
potential V(r) are regular functions of the radial coordinate r, the 
above identity reduces to 

V.-Vj V(r) ViV; R(r) D U M ) 

= 3WM) 
iP£*iP&"«i*s}s) 
+ V(r) At A, R(r) . (10) 

Comparing this result to the relations given in Refs. [1,2], we find that 
the term J x , 

dV(r) i{t + l) 
dr r 3 
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in the brackets on the right-hand side of (10) is missing in the third of 
Eqs. (22) in Ref. [1] (which is identical to Eq. (A2d) of Ref. [2]), and 
consequently also in the relativisfcic wave equation which provides the 
basis for the whole analysis of Gara et al. (Eq. (24) of Ref. [1]). 

Taking into account the above remarks, the (spin-independent) 
equation of motion for the radial part of the wave function becomes 

(M - 2 Et) R{r) 

= 4je{(Ee + m)(Vv(r) + Vs(r))(E, + m) 

. 2 ( t ^ . ^ ) - + 2 p i W r ) . V i ( r ) ) A i 

1 \(#VV{T) , *VS{T) \(*Vv(r) *Vs(r)\ *_ 
[\ dr 2 + dr 2 )dr* Et + m [\ dr2 

+ (Vv(r) + K s ( r ) ) A | A £ ] ^ ^ } ^ Ä ( r ) , (11) 

where M denotes the mass of the bound state, 

Et s v 7-A/ + m 2 , (12) 

and Vy(r) and V$(r) are the static potentials obtained by Fourier 
transformation from the interaction kernels Ky and Ks, respectively, 
which are usually assumed to depend only on the modulus of the 
momentum transfer p — q. Similar modifications apply, of course, also 
to the spin-dependent discussion in Ref. [2]. 

The rearrangement of the energy-dependent factors brought about 
by the difference in the overall normalization as well as the inclusion 
of the missing term are very likely to bring about some qualitative 
changes in the predictions for the mass spectra. 

In their rather comprehensive and detailed investigation of quark-
antiquark bound states Gara et al. arrive at the somewhat surpris
ing conclusion that, contrary to one's physical intuition, a relativistic 
treatment yields no improvement in the description of the meson mass 
spectra compared to the corresponding nonrelativistic one. In view of 
our above statements, some doubts on the reliability of these findings 
appear to be justified. 
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